
 
Oxford University Press first to publish for the new Key Stage 3 Religious Education 

Directory (RED) with its CES-endorsed Source to Summit Year 7 Student Book 
 

On Thursday 8 May 2023 Oxford University Press published Source to Summit, a new course supporting 
the Key Stage 3 Religious Education Directory for Catholic schools.  
 
The first textbook in the series, for Year 7, is endorsed by the Catholic Education Service (CES) for the 
new Religious Education Directory (RED) and is available to order now, so teachers can prepare for first 
teaching in September 2023. The Year 7 Student Book has also been granted an Imprimatur. 
 
Written by a team of experienced teachers and led by Series Editor, Andy Lewis, Source to Summit 
mirrors the structure of the new curriculum, with a narrative telling the central story of Catholicism, 
from Creation to the Church of today.  
 
The Press has worked closely with the Catholic Agency for Overseas Development charity (CAFOD) to 
provide up-to-date case studies that bring the Catholic faith to life for students of all faiths and 
backgrounds in an inclusive way. 
 
Furthermore, the course is presented in a visual, student-friendly way and includes Student Books and 
also digital books and supporting resources accessed via Oxford’s market-leading digital platform, 
Kerboodle. 

One Head of RE in the Nottingham Diocese, says: “Wow! I have never seen this amount of hard work, 
commitment and dedication for Catholic Education offered by any publisher before and probably never 
will. The creators of Oxford’s Source to Summit are the best version of 'Imago Dei' and have saved me 
hours and hours of work – I cannot thank them enough.” 

Emma Westbury, Head of RE in a large Catholic school in London, says: “I think that the content is rich 
and accessible and really pitches RE as an academic subject and shows rigour as well as the living faith. 
This is a resource that fills what many of us have been yearning for. I could literally set last minute cover 
using this textbook as well as using it in class. The information is accessible and whilst it is a leap up, 
potentially, for some departments and teachers, I think the phrasing and unpacking of deep concepts is 
done skilfully.” 

David Wells, Author and Lecturer, says: “This resource doesn’t suffer from superficiality on the one 
hand or become overwhelmed by detail on the other. Holding that balance is hard to achieve and easy 
to lose. What I also enjoy is the way in which Source to Summit manages to address many questions 
students are genuinely asking. The language here is accessible, the tone clear and the layout tidy.” 
 



 
Andy Lewis, Series Editor, says: “We are immensely proud of Source to Summit and are extremely 
excited to announce publication of the first book in the series. We feel we have created something that 
is authentic to the Catholic faith, providing catechesis to those who seek it, while also being academic 
and rigorous as well as lively and engaging.” 
 
Minh Ha Duong, RE Publisher at Oxford University Press, says: “We are delighted to publish Source to 
Summit ahead of first teaching in 2023 and are thrilled that our Year 7 Student Book is endorsed by the 
Catholic Education Service for the new Religious Education Directory. We were determined to produce 
the very best resources to support the new Key Stage 3 RED and it’s promising that early feedback 
reflects our commitment to create authentic and engaging Catholic Education resources for teachers 
and young people. We will be seeking endorsement from the CES for our Year 8 and Year 9 Student 
Books in due course.” 
 
The Source to Summit Year 7 Student Book is available to order online or through a member of Oxford’s 
friendly customer service team. The Source to Summit Year 7 Kerboodle is also available to evaluate for 
free. For further information, please visit: www.oxfordsecondary.com/sourcetosummit 
 
If you would like more information about this series, contact: secondary.enquiries@oup.com 
 

- ENDS - 
 
About Oxford University Press  
 
Oxford University Press is a department of the University of Oxford. It furthers the University's objective 
of excellence in research, scholarship, and education by publishing worldwide. OUP is the world's largest 
university press with the widest global presence. It currently publishes thousands of new publications a 
year, has offices in around fifty countries, and employs some 6,000 people worldwide. It has become 
familiar to millions through a diverse publishing programme that includes scholarly works in all 
academic disciplines, bibles, music, school and college textbooks, children's books, materials for 
teaching English as a foreign language, business books, dictionaries and reference books, and academic 
journals. 
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